When Clean Is Critical

Certified: AMS 3819 (Class 1,
Grade A, Form 1), BMS 15-5 (Class
1, Grade A), and all other Aerospace
standards
Reliable: Non-abrasive, low lint, no
residual contaminants
Versatile: Compatible with all
solvents; effective across numerous
applications
Convenient: Available in a variety
of put-ups and sizes, pre-cut and
customized

Rymplecloth® Wiping Cloths
Some of the most complex and regulated industries –
aerospace, automotive, marine, food, pharmaceuticals and
others requiring high standards of precision cleaning – trust
Rymplecloth® wipers for maximum absorption and durability.
Rymplecloth® takes on a range of critical cleaning challenges,
ridding smooth and curved surfaces of dirt, dust, carbon,
greases, hydraulic and metalworking fluids, oils, paint and
metal shavings, waxes and other debris.

The Difference is in the Details
Rymplecloth® 100% cotton wipers are
scoured, giving them their signature
off-white color. But what really sets them
apart is function: A unique crimped finish
and firmly twisted fibers create a surface
that is unmatched for absorbing and
trapping particles.

#1 in Aerospace
Rymplecloth® is the number one product of
choice in aerospace industry paint
prep departments, and industry leader
Boeing’s wiping product of choice for over
50 years running.

Once the job is done, Rymplecloth® leaves
no contaminants and virtually no lint behind
– just a clean, polished surface, primed for
optimal performance.

Rymplecloth® Wiping Cloth
The Rymplecloth® Leadership Platform
With over 100 years of manufacturing
experience, American Fiber & Finishing is the
leading provider of light- to medium-weight
woven industrial fabrics. Rymplecloth® is our
flagship product, and it reflects the three core
commitments to which we owe our industry
standing:
Listening to Customers
When it comes to the challenges of critical
cleaning, no one knows better than the people
who meet them head-on every day. Our product
development teams work closely with customers
to ensure that our products enhance efficiency
and performance, while making the job easier.

Meeting and Exceeding Industry Standards
• AMS 3819 (Class 1, Grade A, Form 1), BMS 15-5 (Class 1,
Grade A), and all other Aerospace standards
• Sold by American Fiber & Finishing under an AS9120
certification
Protecting the Environment
Rymplecloth® wiping cloths are:
• 100% cotton
• Purified or scoured
• Biodegradable
• Silicone-free
• Chlorine-free
Contact Us
Rymplecloth® is sold worldwide.
To find out more, visit affinc.com or call 704-984-9256.

PUT-UPS
10” wide wipers of various lengths of 14-25”, 3-ply
- Rolls: 100-150 pieces per roll, each roll with a cardboard core for easy use on a rack, 12, 16 or 24 rolls per case
- Handipad™: Rolls with hand openings to enable operator to carry on forearm for portability, 15-30 pieces per pad,
40-80 rolls per case
- Tri-Fold: Tri-folded from the vertical with edges folded in
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